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Intelligently 
manage  

your data
Optimize storage  

efficiency, agility and  
resiliency with Dell



The Dell  
difference:
Expansive portfolio and  
partner ecosystem

Offerings span from entry- to mid-range systems 
for public institutions and small and medium 
businesses, to enterprise-ready offerings for large 
organizations, and are supported by nearly 1,500 
industry-leading storage software applications.

Modular scalable, intelligent  
storage platforms

Dell’s Compellent, EqualLogic and PowerVault 
primary storage and PowerVault and DX Object 
Storage secondary storage simplify data  
management with advanced technologies such 
as virtualized scale-out storage architectures, 
thin provisioning, scalable file system, policy-
based management, intelligent automated tiering, 
content-aware deduplication and compression, 
and next-generation data protection.

Comprehensive suite of  
configurable services

Dell Services can help with strategy and  
development, IT or business consulting, and 
managed services, delivering the right amount of 
expert advice and world-class support to align 
with specific needs, objectives and budgets, 
whether a small business or large enterprise.

Open, pragmatic, proven solutions

Pre-sized, pre-racked, pre-wired, pre-tested and 
pre-configured customer-inspired solutions that 
address real world needs, from client to cloud, 
delivered as a single unit that is nonetheless 
extensible, are designed to simplify deployment 
and administration, protect existing IT  
investments, and compress time-to-value.

One vendor, one point of contact

Comprehensive solution development, delivery 
and support for the entire solution, from high 
performance hardware, intelligent software, 
to consulting and systems integration around 
business processes, architecture, operations and 
lifecycle management ensure cost-effectiveness 
and resource-efficiency.

Efficiency, agility, 
resiliency 
Dell Fluid Data™ solutions can enable your IT  

organization to more easily and cost-effectively  

manage data throughout its lifecycle and help you 

evolve from managing storage devices to actively 

managing information, then fully leveraging its value 

to transform it into a strategic asset.

By automating and optimizing data movement and 

management, both within and across the storage  

infrastructure, and supporting you with worldwide 

services and expertise, Dell can help you more simply 

automate management, optimize resource utilization, 

achieve seamless scalability, and protect critical assets 

across your entire IT infrastructure.
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The essential truth about storage is that data isn’t static. It’s 
not something to be stored.  Data is something to be actively, 
intelligently managed.

Dell Fluid Data solutions offer a breakthrough approach 
to intelligently managing data end-to-end—where stored 
information moves seamlessly through different platforms on 
different systems and even from physical to virtual environments 
as needs change—to put the right data in the right place at the 
right time for the right cost.

Dell Fluid Data solutions encompass a rich and innovative 
portfolio of products, expertise and services which can help 
you transform your storage infrastructure for the virtual era. 
You will be able to automate data management; optimize your 
storage footprint; scale seamlessly to meet demand; protect 
your data simply and affordably; and integrate effectively into 
your environment.

Transform your storage with  
Dell Fluid Data solutions
For organizations driving the shift to the virtual era, one thing quickly becomes apparent: the status 
quo is not sustainable. Old processes of managing, maintaining and protecting information are 
proving costly, inefficient and unable to support new opportunities and challenges. The increasing 
amount of data, constrained IT budgets, and stricter requirements for data security, retention and 
access are forcing innovation.
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Open, capable, affordable storage 
At the core is the Dell Fluid Data architecture, advanced 
technologies and a vision that support our development 
philosophy to provide open, capable, and affordable storage 
infrastructure, bringing sophisticated enterprise-computing 
capabilities within the reach of every organization. Uniquely 
unencumbered by legacy technologies and rigid philosophies, 
Dell is focused on the development of 21st century storage 
through in-house development and the acquisition and 
integration of innovative storage technologies and deep 
expertise from the likes of EqualLogic, Perot Systems, Exanet, 
Ocarina Networks, Compellent, RNA Networks and Force10 
Networks to name a few—to deliver productivity and efficiency 
gains for today’s virtualized data centers.

Enterprise storage for virtualized data centers 
and the cloud
The Dell™ Compellent™ Storage Center redefines enterprise-class 
availability, efficiency, productivity and protection. Compellent 
delivers built-in block-level intelligence and automation to 
dynamically manage enterprise data and lower the overall cost 
of storage. The feature-rich, highly-virtualized, multi-protocol, 
modular hardware platform supports your continual adoption of 
new technologies. Compellent is storage with the future built in; 
you never have to worry about a forklift upgrade.

“In the storage area, Dell is remarkably 
becoming a more dynamic player,  
offering solutions that are just  
emerging on the market…”1

—  Natalya Yezhkova 
Research Director 
for IDC Storage Systems

Dell Fluid Data solutions are: 

Integrated 
Evolve and enhance your infrastructure simply  
and easily

Automated 
Get liberated from rigidity, reclaim your time

Efficient 
Reduce your data footprint and costs; invest  
in innovation

Agile 
Address your emerging business needs  
without disruption

Complete 
Take control of your information from the client  
to cloud
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Unified, virtualized IP-based storage optimized 
for growing, diverse workloads
The Dell™ EqualLogic™ PS Series and FS7500 provide 
versatile and uncomplicated storage for simple deployment, 
management and growth. A virtualized, peer storage 
architecture, accessed over standard Ethernet, simply automates 
and unifies management and access to both file- and block-level 
data. With its all-inclusive feature set, breakthrough VMware® and 
Microsoft® integration, non-disruptive expandability and scalable 
performance that improves as you grow, EqualLogic simply and 
affordably grows with you. 

Simple consolidation for departmental,  
SMB and remote office projects
The Dell™ PowerVault™ portfolio of primary storage solutions 
offer the right balance of value and performance and are 
designed for consolidation without complexity, easily integrating 
into your infrastructure–DAS, iSCSI, NAS, SAS or Fibre channel 
–and diverse workload environments for greater productivity.
Standards-based, next-generation direct-and networked–
attached storage appliances that are ready to go out of the box 
help you reclaim time and resources through simplification.

Next-generation and traditional backup/recovery 
and disaster recovery
The Dell PowerVault secondary storage solutions portfolio offer 
simple protection and recovery designed to reduce complexity 
for organizations of all sizes, ensuring affordable business 
continuity and improved disaster recovery readiness. Dell offers 
a wide range of efficient and reliable backup to disk appliances—
with built-in data deduplication–and automated tape libraries to 
ensure critical data is always available.

Intelligent data management for active and 
efficient archiving
The Dell™ DX Object Storage Platform is designed to seamlessly 
grow from terabytes to petabytes for self-managing, self-healing, 
affordable long-term retention. An elegant, content-aware, peer-
scaling architecture, supported by leading backup and archive 
applications and a large and growing number of independent 
software vendors (ISVs), lets you identify and retrieve information 
quickly, while driving down the cost of “Big Data.”

Accelerate efficiency with proven,  
integrated solutions
As you move from managing storage devices to managing data 
intelligently, Dell can assist you at every stage of your journey. 
Dell Fluid Data solutions can help you consolidate storage, 
virtualize infrastructure, integrate and optimize applications, 

To explore the broad portfolio of Dell storage solutions,  
visit www.dellstorage.com 
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protect data for rapid restore and disaster recovery, ensure 
long term retention and governance, and enable a distributed 
enterprise. Dell provides a fast path to predictable results with 
proven, pre-configured solutions–like Dell vStart, Dell Desktop 
Virtualization, Dell Email and File Archive, and Dell Unified 
Clinical Archive–that you can plug in and use on delivery. 
Best of all, you have a single point of contact for everything: 
hardware, software and services.

Storage consolidation - seamlessly scale your  
infrastructure while reducing acquisition and  
operational costs

Virtualized infrastructure - fully optimize your  
virtualized infrastructure while managing more data with 
fewer resources

Application integration and optimization - optimally 
provision storage for performance, availability and  
protection of your applications

Data protection - protect your assets for rapid recovery 
while improving systems and staff efficiency

Disaster recovery - ensure continuity of your business 
simply and cost-effectively

Data retention & governance - preserve your critical  
information for efficient long term retention and recovery

Cloud integration - enable secure, reliable data access 
to cloud-based resources by remote and mobile workers

Dell Fluid Data solutions can help transform 
your storage with intelligent data management 
that give you the power to do more.

Simply put:

“Dell introduced a best of breed  
integrated solution, with multiple  
delivery options, wrapped in  
services to make it easier and  
faster to deploy.”2

— Terri McClure 
Senior Analyst  

Enterprise Strategy Group


